By Leah Gerber
For the Enterprise News Express

On a recent Saturday evening, the
Elora Centre for the Arts hosted the fifth
annual Artcetera, the highly anticipated,
main fundraising event for the centre.
This year Artcetera took the shape of
a formal gala, complete with live jazz,
decadent catering, whisky tasting, an
outstanding silent auction table, and a
quirky photo booth. Rather than hosting a traditional live auction, an original
piece of art was included in the cost of
each ticket, which was $250 per couple.
“This is a more sustainable way to
hold the event, and it’s also a little more
interactive,” says Talia Rose Yeo, Artcetera co-ordinator. “Eighty-two artists
donated a piece valued at more than
$250. Some were in the $1,000 mark.
So when you get a ticket, you’re leaving
with something incredible.”
Every aspect of the centre, from its
inception, to ongoing operations and
special events, is community driven in
a collaboration between artists and supporters. Artists were more than happy to
donate pieces for the gala.
“I’ve donated a photograph; a winter
landscape I took a couple of years ago.”
says Sylvia Galbraith, professional photographer, teacher and past board member of the centre.
“I think it’s a wonderful event for
the community. It’s great to come out
and talk to other artists, but also sponsors. They all seem to come together in

this building.
Says Rose Yeo, “It’s humbling to
know that people would give their time
and their creativity to do this [event]
for the centre. There was a lot of back
and forth with the artists. I feel like I’ve
made 82 friends.”
Now in its 10th year as the official hub
of the arts in Elora and surrounding area,
the centre is exploring transformation.
Board members and staff have been investigating how the community sees the
centre moving forward in to the future
through focus groups and forums. A report on the findings will be presented in
June.
“We want to get a really good understanding of what the Elora Centre for the
Arts should be,” says Gail Richardson,
member of the board and co-chair for
Saturday’s event. “Is it only attached to
the building? Is it something else? It will
be interesting to see what direction the
whole centre takes from here.”
Regardless, the centre will always
uphold its vision to strengthen and promote art in the community. Everyone
is encouraged to come and explore the
camps, classes, shows and events it has
to offer.
“Art is not scary,” says Galbraith. “I
think a lot of people are intimidated,
but everyone here is really friendly and
encouraging. Stop in one day when the
gallery is open, poke your head in, say
hi to the staff, take a look around and
you’ll find that there’s something here
for everybody.”
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Enjoying an evening with local artwork
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Paintbrush Game

Guests compete in The Paintbrush Game for the chance to be the first to select their piece of art.

Bingo Drum

Numbers were drawn from a traditional bingo drum to determine when guests
could select an art piece to take home. Guests had 35 seconds to make their
decisions.
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Co-ordinators

Gail Richardson, member of the
board and co-chair of the event (left),
and Talia Rose Yeo, event co-ordinator
pose for a photo after all their hard
work.

large gathering

The Elora Centre for the Arts has always been well supported by the
community.
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Elora
Lions
Club

Saturday, May 24, 2014
gates open 7pm
minimum donation $2/person
at the Grand River Raceway, Elora, ON

Live Entertainment for Kids • Face Painting
Local Dance Academy Recitals • More family fun!

